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The World Trade Organization’s legitimacy crisis

DANIEL C. ESTY*
Yale Law School, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies

Abstract: Despite the successful launch of a new round of multilateral trade negotiations at Doha, the World Trade Organization faces a legitimacy crisis. Protests continue to rock major international economic meetings, and the WTO’s role in globalization is being questioned by many observers. This paper examines the contours of this crisis and explores the possibility that the WTO’s indirect ties to popular sovereignty – through national governments – provide an insufficient foundation for the trade regime’s authority and central role in the emerging structure of global governance. Arguing that the WTO needs to re-establish its legitimacy based on wider links to the public around the world in whose name freer trade is pursued, the paper suggests that the WTO must also re-build its reputation for efficacy in a context where success is no longer measured exclusively in narrow economic terms. To be seen as serving the interests of the world community broadly, the trade regime needs to pursue its economic goals in a fashion that shows sensitivity to other important goals and values, such as poverty alleviation, environmental protection, and the promotion of public health. Long-term success further depends on the trade regime becoming embedded within a broader structure of global governance that provides ‘checks and balances’ and reinforces the legitimacy of international trade policy making.

Turmoil surrounds the international trading system and especially the World Trade Organization (WTO). The 1999 WTO Ministerial Meeting in Seattle broke down in chaos. Other international gatherings to promote economic integration, including the European Union’s 2000 Summit Meeting in Gothenburg and the 2001 Summit of the Americas in Quebec City, have triggered similar protests and violent clashes between demonstrators and the police. Undoubtedly, the anti-globalization backlash and the rioting in the streets has a number of causes (Blackhurst, 2001; Esty, 2000). And, while some commentators have dismissed the demonstrations as mere ‘noise’, I believe a ‘signal’ can be extracted from the current difficulties of the trade regime. Simply put, the international trading system has not adapted to a rapidly changing global scene – and now faces a serious legitimacy crisis (Keohane and Nye, 2001). This article explores the origins and implications of this crisis.

I argue that the WTO stands at a watershed. The post-World War II international
order centered on issue-based ‘decomposable hierarchies’ has begun to break down (Simon, 1996; Keohane and Nye, 2001). A new, more complex and fluid international system is beginning to emerge. But the new architecture has structural flaws. In particular, little attention has been paid to what is required to establish the legitimacy of international organizations in general and the WTO in particular (Bodansky, 1999; Hurd, 1999; Stephan, 1999).

The WTO appears simultaneously to be at the leading edge of the economic integration process and yet curiously old-fashioned and out of step with some modern norms, particularly those involving good public decisionmaking. As recent events have demonstrated, coherently managing interdependence is of vital importance. This need makes the resolution of the legitimacy issues surrounding the WTO of even greater urgency.

Many of those who criticize the WTO and other elements of international economic structure have little foundation for the charges they make. Indeed, many of the attacks on the WTO are off-base and deeply confused. The suggestion, for instance, that freer trade leads to greater poverty disregards the enormous gains that have been made by hundreds of millions of people across the planet over the last several decades in countries that have opened themselves up to world markets (Bhagwati, 1993; Anderson and Blackhurst, 1992). Those chanting ‘no WTO’ really do not want an international marketplace without structure or rules in which multinational corporations operate without constraints.

1. Legitimate concerns

While much of the criticism of the WTO is analytically unfounded and some of it is positively up side down and backwards, there are a number of kernels of truth in the general angst about the future that is manifested in anti-globalization rhetoric. First, trade liberalization creates losers as well as winners. There can be no doubt, furthermore, that we live in a time of considerable turbulence. Fears about job insecurity and the prospect of wages being bid down in the globalized labor market have some foundation, even if the long-term broader economic trend is positive for most people.

Second, economic integration and the broader forces of globalization threaten some traditions and local cultures. But these changes – for example, the evolving rhythms of rural life in France, which Jose Bové decries – are not the product of some grand conspiracy but rather choices by everyday people about how they want to lead their lives (Jeffress and Mayanobe, 2001). Similarly, the urbanization of countries

---

1 As Keohane and Nye explain, we are shifting from a mode of international relations in which people interact only through governments and where tightly controlled inter-governmental regimes facilitate international cooperation with regard to particular issue areas. This system can be seen as ‘decomposable’ to the extent that the specific regimes operate quite independently, with rules and traditions developed by a tight-knit ‘community’ (that is, national government officials and a small number of officials serving as the staff to the relevant international organization) in the issue-area, making it hard for ‘outsiders’ (NGOs, new state actors, media, etc.) to participate.
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across the world, the commercial prominence of global brands and multinational corporations, and the powerful presence of a worldwide media and entertainment culture are driven largely by public preferences. But the fear that an overemphasis on materialism and economic growth will result in policies that run roughshod over other values about which people care has an underlying logic. It may, for example, be more difficult to follow through on concerns about the environment or human rights within the context of an economic dynamic of global competition (Esty, 1996; Esty and Geradin, 2001).

Third, the benefits of trade liberalization and economic integration may not be fairly distributed. In many countries the general public benefits from access to a greater variety of goods at lower prices (Gilpin, 1987). But in some nations, elite groups dominate both political processes and the economy, allowing them to claim a vastly disproportionate share of the ‘spoils’ of freer trade and economic growth more generally (O’Rourke, 2001). Thus, distributional questions cannot be ignored.

Too often the trade community leaders duck these concerns, arguing that economic transactions always result in some dislocation, that environmental harms are not related to trade, and that equity issues should be dealt with in other fora. But to disregard these issues damages the credibility of those pressing the trade liberalization agenda – and may mean that economic integration proceeds in ways that do not maximize social welfare (Esty, 2001).

2. The underlying legitimacy crisis

Beyond these broad sources of concern about trade liberalization lie a set of questions about the WTO specifically. In fact, the WTO’s very legitimacy has been called into question (Weinstein and Charnovitz, 2001; Stokes and Choate, 2001; Bodansky, 1999). Public acceptance of the authority and decisions that emerge from the World Trade Organization can no longer be taken for granted in many countries.

Legitimacy is a complex concept in the context of governance. It can be derived through elections and a majority vote for representatives who reflect the political will of a community (in the spirit of Rousseau) (Franck, 1990). Alternatively, a governing body may gain authority and public acceptance based on reason and the efficacy of the outcomes it generates (in the Kantian tradition) (Kahn, 1989). Popular sovereignty and efficacy are to some extent fungible. Thus, some governments maintain their hold on power because they continue to win elections even though their results in office are not outstanding (consider the regimes in Argentina over the past century). In other cases, governments fall short of full democratic practices (think of Singapore), but maintain public support and acceptance by their effectiveness and their capacity to deliver on public expectations. As a general rule, people appear more willing to cede authority to ‘expert’ decisionmaking in realms that are perceived to be technical or scientific (Kahn, 1989; Weber, 2000). The American public, for example, has seemed quite willing to leave monetary policy in
the hands of the not-too-democratic Federal Reserve Board under the leadership of Alan Greenspan so long as the economy remained strong.2

Legitimacy also has a systemic dimension. The authority of a particular decisionmaking body depends not only on the electoral accountability of those making decisions or the perceived rationality of the choices that emerge but also on the popular sovereignty and efficacy of the broader system within which a decisionmaking entity is lodged (Breton, 1996; Hurd, 1999). Thus, for example, the US Supreme Court has a high degree of legitimacy although its justices are not elected and its decisions sometimes appear to fall short of full rationality. But the US Supreme Court is embedded in a broader structure of legislative, executive, and judicial decisionmaking bodies that provide a dense web of checks and balances (Strauss, 1984; Eskridge and Ferejohn, 1992). Taken as a whole, this system provides a reasonably strong connection between the American public and their political leadership and delivers generally good results over time (Ackerman, 2000).

Historically, the trade regime has not been managed by elected officials accountable to a defined public. Instead, its legitimacy derived almost entirely from its perceived efficacy and value as part of the international economic management structure.3 Indeed, the GATT–WTO system may represent the high water mark of the twentieth-century commitment to technocratic decisionmaking (Charnovitz, 1994; Howse, 1999; Shaffer, 1999) and belief in a governance model centered on bureaucratic rationality (Frug, 1984; Weber, 1994). Until recently, the trade regime benefited from a sense that international economics and trade policy making were highly technical realms best left in the hands of an elite cadre of qualified experts. To the extent that links to elected officials were required, the connection between appointed trade officials (both at the national level and in the international domain) and the elected governments to which they reported seemed sufficient.

But public perceptions about trade and trade policy making have changed. Trade is no longer considered to be an obscure policy domain best left to technical experts. Instead, trade issues and initiatives are now a major focus of public attention and discussion across the world. The trade regime can no longer function on the basis of technocratic rationality and quiet accomplishments. As I discuss in more detail below, with its efficacy-based claim to legitimacy under attack and lacking any undergirding in true popular sovereignty, the WTO needs a new foundation for its legitimacy. The organization needs to reestablish its reputation for efficacy and to build new connections to the publics around the world in whose name trade policy is advanced as well as to strengthen the broader institutional structure of checks and balances within which the WTO operates.

2 It will be interesting to see whether this acceptance of ‘expert’ control over an important realm of policy continues with a faltering economy.

3 When I speak here of the trade ‘regime’, I mean not only the small Secretariat that works within the World Trade Organization in Geneva but the entire set of trade ministry officials in all of the national capitals who contribute to the WTO policymaking process.
3. The ‘Club Model’ trade regime

From its origins in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), a cornerstone of the Bretton Woods system that undergirded the post-World War II international economic order (Ruggie, 1983), the trade regime was long operated as a tight-knit ‘club’ (Keohane and Nye, 2001). This Club Model persisted because it was successful. In fact, the World Trade Organization (and the forerunner structure created under GATT auspices) generated an enviable record of accomplishment with regard to trade liberalization and successful settlement of international economic disputes. Through eight successive rounds of multilateral negotiations, the GATT provided a forum for coordinated commitment to significant tariff reductions and the creation of a system of rules to guide international commerce (Jackson, 1996).

For a long period of time, the trade regime’s clubbishness, low profile, and obscure workings were seen as a virtue. A clique of committed economists and diplomats and a small Secretariat in Geneva toiled quietly in pursuit of a vision of open markets and deeper economic integration as both a path to prosperity and a bulwark against the chaos and war that plagued the world through the first half of the twentieth century (Gilpin, 1987; Jackson, 1994). The closed and secretive nature of the regime isolated – and insulated – the trade policymaking process from day-to-day politics, keeping at bay the protectionist interests that are active in many countries (Schott, 1996).

As a matter of theory, asymmetries of interest and commitment to political activity between the beneficiaries of liberalized trade (the broad public which often neither recognizes the benefits of free trade nor is willing to invest much political energy in defending the gains from open markets) and the losers from trade liberalization (special interests who face new competition and are highly motivated to intervene politically to protect their monopoly rents) create a powerful ‘public choice’ logic for such a structure (Petersmann, 1992). The international trade regime, as Robert Hudec has described it, serves as a mechanism by which governments can tie their hands to the mast and avoid protectionist siren calls (Hudec, 1971). Under the Club Model, governments operating behind closed doors can cut deals to lower tariff barriers and to open markets for the benefit of the general public out of sight of rent seekers, protectionists, and other special interests (Dijck and Faber, 1996; Jackson, 1996).

But the ‘insulation’ advantages of the Club Model of trade policy making come at a price. Unable to gain any real appreciation for how the trade regime worked, the public sees the WTO as a ‘black box’ where insiders take advantage of their access to the levers of power. Fears of special interest domination are now prevalent. And these worries are not limited to the public; many developing countries share the concern (Blackhurst, 2001). The belief that the WTO is dominated by multinational corporations and other elite interests cannot be assuaged without a more transparent policymaking process (Goldman, 1994). The Club Model no longer represents
therefore a viable management structure for the international economic system. The days of major agreements being hammered out in Geneva hotels by a trade cognoscenti operating under the radar of public view are gone forever. Whatever the virtues of keeping special interests off balance and out of the way, the closed-door style of negotiations that lies at the heart of the Club Model is no longer workable. After years on the periphery of the global scene, trade policy now occupies center stage.

Indeed, for all their confusion (and there has been a great deal), the anti-globalization street protestors have one thing right: the WTO matters. The trade regime stands at the center of the emerging structure of global governance. While there have been many rounds of trade negotiations over the past 50 years, the central focus of the process has shifted from tit-for-tat reductions to the identification of rules and procedures to manage economic interdependence.

In important respects, the next round of negotiations will resemble a Global Constitutional Convention. The process of global constitutionalism – defining core principles, establishing international standards, and creating institutions to manage interdependence – is likely to involve decades or even centuries of discussions and refinements. Nevertheless, the WTO mission must be understood as fundamentally an exercise in global-scale regime building with profound effects for every person on the planet. Such an exercise inherently touches on big questions about how to structure the world in which we want to live and the mechanisms by which we will be governed. In this regard, we must find more robust modalities and substantive principles by which to square the economic gains of more efficient markets with other public priorities, such as poverty alleviation, environmental protection, or the promotion of human rights. The importance of the work of the WTO – including the goals defined, agenda pursued, rules of participation advanced, and the values and assumptions that underpin the discussions – cannot be gainsaid and must be undergirded by a strong foundation of legitimacy.

It is with good reason therefore that the whole world is now watching the WTO and asking questions about the organization’s purpose, structure, representation, decision processes, and legitimacy (Bodansky, 1999; Stephan, 1999). Progress in opening markets is no longer justification enough for the organization’s existence. Moreover, as I noted earlier, doubts are now being raised in many quarters about whether the WTO is delivering on its mission and promise of greater economic efficiency and prosperity. In the past, only the close-knit trade community – united by a common vision of a world of open markets, a commitment to a well-defined set of core principles (for example, non-discrimination), and common traditions of education (particularly a belief in the centrality of economics) – paid attention to the work of the WTO. Today, a broader community that does not share this cultural affinity and understanding stands in judgment on the organization. Different standards of efficacy are being applied. As a result, the WTO’s marks are coming in much lower, eroding the organization’s legitimacy. Fundamentally, the closed-door
approach to decisionmaking that was a virtue under the Club Model has now emerged as an obstacle to popular understanding of and support for the WTO.

Simultaneously, the WTO’s efficacy-based claim to legitimacy has been undermined by the trade system’s ever-broader reach (Dunoff, 1994; Esty, 1998; Keohane and Nye, 2001). The seeds of the WTO’s current troubles were planted dialectically in the furrows of its success. Because the international trade regime is perceived to be effective, increasing numbers of people have come to see the WTO as a key decisionmaking body and an important point of policy leverage (Mearsheimer, 1994/5). Environmentalists, for example, have focused on ‘greening the GATT’ because there are no international environmental bodies or structures of comparable strength available for advancing pollution control and natural resource management initiatives (Esty, 1994). Similarly, the relative vitality of the WTO’s dispute resolution procedures has meant that a wide range of conflicts that involve trade (but other policy domains as well) have ended up being settled within the confines of the WTO (Wofford, 2000). A number of these matters – involving, for instance, the protection of dolphins and sea turtles or the implementation of the reformulated gasoline provisions of the United States 1990 Clean Air Act – have forced the WTO to render judgments that go beyond the scope of its core competence. With its small trade-oriented staff, the WTO is not well positioned to make endangered species or air pollution policy decisions. As a result, there has been substantial unhappiness about the impacts of trade regime decisions in other arenas, such as the environment. Every time the WTO makes ‘trade and …’ decisions, it is perceived as over-reaching and its claim to legitimacy based on ‘reason’ gets strained (Dunoff, 1997).

Acceptance of a decisionmaking process based on bureaucratic rationality can only persist to the extent that the public is convinced that the decisions that are made are ‘technical’ in nature and undergirded by ‘science’. The WTO’s impact has clearly moved beyond the narrow realm of trade economics; its decisions inescapably involve trade-offs with other policy goals, broadly affect other realms, and clearly require value judgments. Under such circumstances, the presumption in favor of technocratic rationality cannot be sustained. And the problem is not merely one of perception. Insofar as the trade agenda intersects with other policy domains such as environmental protection, trade logic and principles cannot be counted upon to reconcile appropriately the competing policy pressures. In sum, while in some policy domains, there continues to be a push for more ‘science’ as a way of reducing disputes and over-politicization, in trade policy making, the tide is flowing the other way. As the public learns more about the choices to be made, demands for open debate and more ‘politics’ rise.

To the extent that legitimacy based on rationality erodes, the need for legitimacy based on democracy and links to the public whose interests are being affected

---

4 Courts similarly have their greatest legitimacy when they address issue-specific concerns raised by particularized parties and rule narrowly (on what might be considered a ‘negative’ basis – that is, you cannot do…). Affirmative rulings that demand sweeping actions (for example, new laws or regulations) create much more stress and raise legitimate questions.
mounts. But, here again, the former virtues of the Club Model WTO have become serious detriments. In particular, the WTO’s ‘membership’ policy has emerged as a source of strain. The old Club does not seem adequately representative. For example, the exclusion in Seattle of most developing country representatives from the ‘green rooms’, where an inner circle of key countries did the real negotiating, raised hackles among many delegates (Blackhurst, 2001). Similarly, the WTO’s long-standing exclusion of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) from its decision processes has become a bone of contention. In addition to developing country negotiators and NGOs, a series of government officials, representing other issue areas (for example, Environment Ministers) were pushed to the fringes of the Seattle convocation. Their presence – and distress – at being marginalized provides further testament to the fissures in the old international regime and the strain on the traditional, issue-based hierarchical structures.

The trade regime’s evolving mission has added to the legitimacy crisis. The central focus of trade negotiations is no longer tit-for-tat tariff reductions. Trade policy making now centers on creating a rules-based system to manage international economic interdependence. Moreover, as economic integration deepens, the trade agenda inevitably touches more often and more directly on other issue domains and values (Esty, 2001). Thus, the WTO’s recent trouble can, in part, be traced to the failure of many participants in the trade community to recognize the shift that has occurred in their goals over the last decade.

Many free traders argue that their ambition does not go beyond advancing a narrow trade-liberalizing agenda. But as the scope of GATT rules and the other elements of the trade regime have expanded – driven by a shift from a shallow integration model toward a much deeper integration program (Rodrik, 1997; Lawrence et al., 1996) – the WTO’s reach has extended into intellectual property, environment, competition rules, and health care policy. Some of these interconnections are not only inevitable, they are desirable. For example, a failure to take account within the trade regime of the possibility of transboundary pollution spillovers would render the international economic system open to market failures resulting in diminished allocative efficiency, reduced gains from trade, and lost social welfare, not to mention environmental degradation. Other interactions have exposed the narrowness of the trade agenda. The clash between the trade system’s intellectual property rules as applied to AIDS drugs and the need to treat a major public health crisis in Africa provides one such example (Harrelson, 2001).

Deeper economic integration cannot be sustained without a concomitant deepening of political integration (Dua and Esty, 1997). Some commentators recognize this economics–politics connection but believe there exists a degree of ‘useful inefficiency’ in the trading system that reduces harmonization pressures and permits divergent domestic policy differences to persist (Cooper, 1968), insulating politicians from the pressures of globalization (Garrett, 1998; Keohane and Nye, 2001). Clearly, there are some buffers which allow some elements of national policy autonomy. Borders do matter (Helliwell, 1998). But those who highlight
the ongoing vitality of national authorities do little to reconcile their vision of a trade policy buffer with the reality of growing ‘sensitivity’ created by higher trade-to-GDP ratios and the fact of ever-diminishing inefficiency in international trade.

Economic integration and political integration are interactive and iterative. Progress depends on a deepening sense of community. For the public to be comfortable opening its markets to goods from other jurisdictions, they must believe that these other jurisdictions generally share their core values. And shared values define a community. As the scope and depth of common values expands, so does the sense of community, which makes the public more willing to accept further economic integration. As I explain in more detail below, what is lacking at the WTO is any recognition of the need for more politics – more dialogue and debate, and engagement with civil society – as a way of building the political foundation needed to support the economic structure that is being erected.

The ‘democratic deficit’ of the WTO goes deeper (Stokes and Choate, 2001). We live in a world where state power has been weakened, and powerful new actors have emerged (Talbott, 1997; Ku, 2001). The theory that a small set of trade officials and representatives – even if appointed by legitimately elected national governments – can appropriately ‘represent’ the diverse global public has come under strain. National governments simply cannot mediate all global-scale politics (Kobrin, 1998). Even duly elected national governments cannot fully represent all of the voices that should be heard in the global-scale policymaking process (Esty, 1998). The diversity of views is simply too great. Moreover, some of the regimes of WTO members are not fully democratic. Even where elections are held, corruption and elite domination may result in less than fully representative leadership. Derivative legitimacy built on the popular sovereignty of unelected Trade Ministries in distant national governments is simply no longer adequate (Harms, 2000).

Individual identity is also more textured and multi-layered than the traditional model of representation reflects, making geographic electoral constituencies an inadequate foundation for robust public decisionmaking. Many people identify with communities of interest defined by an issue focus (for example, animal lovers, human rights activists, trade union members) as much as they do with geographically defined communities (Esty, 1996). Thus, to limit their participation in global politics to electing national representatives who will designate trade ministry officials to represent the nation in a narrowly confined intergovernmental dialogue produces a terribly thin reed of popular sovereignty on which to build the legitimacy of the WTO.

The distinction here is between representation and representativeness. While it is useful to legitimacy to have the public perceive that it chose (by voting) the decisionmaker, a more powerful sense of comfort with the decision process is generated when individuals feel that not only their votes but their views were taken seriously in the course of policy making. Thus, the process by which public decisions are made always matters (Fiss, 1993). And given the constitutional implications of
the current WTO agenda, procedural fairness and an open dialogue are of even greater importance (Fiss, 2001).

The idea of global-scale participatory democracy is often dismissed as a utopian dream (Keohane and Nye, 2001). Clearly, with six billion people on the planet, international trade policy decisions cannot be made in a ‘town meeting’ format. But the WTO policymaking process can be enriched by a shift toward more transparency and open debate that engages non-governmental interests and the spectrum of views from civil society more fully (Habermas, 2001). This does not mean that NGOs will – or should – get to vote when the time comes to make a decision. But it is useful to have the governmental decisionmakers exposed to a range of views, questions, data, analyses, and options. Not only does such a full-scale dialogue provide a forum for intellectual ‘competition’ that strengthens the ultimate outcome (Esty and Geradin, 2001), the legitimacy of the choice will be enhanced to the extent that the process is perceived as more representative (Esty, 1998).

Modern norms of good public decisionmaking furthermore demand transparency (Florini, 2001; Hansen, 1999). Public acceptance of governmental authority depends on having a clear view of who is making the decision and on what basis they are deciding. This entails administrative law and procedures that reveal the informational foundation for the decision (a public docket) and who has tried to shape the outcome (disclosure of lobbying) (Aman, 2001; Shapiro, 2001). The WTO has some distance to go in adopting such norms of modern policy making.

4. An alternative model of legitimacy

Some commentators trace the legitimacy crisis at the WTO to a lack of political accountability. Keohane and Nye (2001, p. 280) for example, conclude that ‘politicians are needed who can link specific organizations and policies with a broader range of public issues through electoral accountability’. I see a more granular world. Legitimacy is not simply a function of popular sovereignty and decisionmaking by majority vote. Institutions also win legitimacy and authority because of their capacity to deliver good results and from their systemic ties to other institutions (checks and balances) which provide an indirect link to those who have legitimacy derived through democratic elections. The WTO needs to move forward on all of these fronts.

4.1 Popular sovereignty

While global elections and thus directly accountable WTO ‘politicians’ seem a long way off, the trade regime could dramatically improve the quality, authoritativeness, and representativeness of its decisionmaking and, in doing so, enhance its legitimacy. Lacking any global ‘demos’, there will inescapably be limits to the accountability of WTO decisionmakers, but improved connections to the national (and sub-national) publics across the world can be established. In particular, non-governmental
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Organizations (NGOs) can provide a degree of ‘connective tissue’, linking distant citizens with the WTO (Esty, 1998). NGOs can pass information ‘down’ from the WTO to their constituencies, ensuring better public understanding of the workings of the trade regime. A commitment to transparency and to greater involvement of civil society groups within the WTO would provide trade policymakers with access to fresh thinking, more diverse information sources, and a wide range of viewpoints coming ‘up’ to Geneva from across the world. The presence of NGO-provided intellectual ‘competition’ would produce a more vigorous WTO policy dynamic and add to the trade regime’s capacity to reflect popular will and to generate well-reasoned outcomes.

To improve its accountability and connection to those with electoral legitimacy, the WTO might also engage more directly with national-scale politicians. One idea would be for legislators from a diverse set of countries to hold joint ‘oversight hearings’ on the WTO’s performance. While the WTO cannot gain the full credibility that might be generated by having directly elected leaders, more outreach and more vigorous policy debates would go some distance towards enhanced legitimacy.

4.2 Reason

Trade policy making in its current form is not a technocratic science but rather a broad-gauged realm in which values inevitably play a role and through which the balancing of trade goals with other policy aims must be worked out. The Seattle fiasco marks the death knell of the WTO as a technocratic decisionmaking body operating out of sight. But the trade regime can reclaim a degree of legitimacy based on the rationality of its outputs if its capacity for generating ‘right’ answers is restored.

As a critical first step, the WTO must trim its sails and reserve its strength for core trade liberalization activities. By retreating from its current role as dispute resolution mechanism to the world, perhaps the WTO can reestablish its reputation for authoritativeness, efficiency, and fairness. Whenever possible, the WTO should avoid making decisions that are viewed as extending beyond its scope of trade competence. The WTO’s authoritativeness and legitimacy would be enhanced to the extent that ‘trade and environment’ problems, for example, could be redirected to a functioning Global Environmental Organization (GEO). Where decisions inescapably touch other policy domains, more effort should be made to draw in relevant expertise. A more virtual WTO that places itself within a web of global

---

5 Some critics of a more open WTO fear that a greater NGO presence within the WTO would expose the organization to greater special interest pressures and exacerbate the North-South imbalance because of the likely preponderance of Northern NGOs (Nichols, 1996; Spiro, 1996; Bhagwati and Srinivasan, 1996). But, in fact, the logic runs the other way. Northern NGOs spend most of their time criticizing Northern governments, thereby ameliorating existing imbalances.

6 Of course, today we lack a functioning international environmental regime. For information on ongoing research into the possible structure of a GEO, see the Yale University Global Environmental Governance Web site (http://www.yale.edu/envirocenter/research).
public policy networks would be more effective and durable (Reinecke, 1997; Slaughter, 1999).

Authoritativeness is also established by the breadth and depth of the debate that takes place when difficult decisions must be made. Especially where there are high degrees of uncertainty over issues, it is important to triangulate on the truth. To ensure the requisite spectrum of viewpoints, the WTO needs a more robust, transparent and participatory decisionmaking processes (Weinstein and Charnovitz, 2001). To the extent that the WTO makes decisions that reinforce a narrow set of values (for example, economic efficiency) and ignore other critical values (environmental protection, human rights, etc.), its credibility and authority suffer damage. The trade community today needs to bend over backwards to recognize the validity of the other policy goals and values that are impinged upon by the trading system.

The WTO’s claim to reason-based legitimacy also depends on its perceived fairness and commitment to justice. Fairness has both procedural and substantiative elements. A fundamental tenet of procedural fairness or ‘due process’ is openness – identification of who is making decisions; disclosure of the assumptions on which the process turns; and an explanation of the values, influences, and information sources that are being brought to bear. Procedural fairness also requires appropriate opportunities for interested parties to contribute to the decision process as well as guarantees (enforced through a system of administrative law) that special interests will not be able to manipulate outcomes (Joerges and Dehousse, 2002; Fiss, 1993).

Substantive fairness is a function of consistency across circumstances and time as well as the generation of outcomes that comport community’s values and traditions (Fiss, 2001). For the WTO there is a need to ensure that, in addition to getting the right answer from the trade perspective, the institution is capable of cross-issue balancing where other values (for example, environmental concerns) are at play.

4.3 Systemic reinforcement

WTO decisionmaking would also be strengthened to the extent it were embedded in a broader structure of ‘checks and balances’. As noted above, institutions draw strength from the broader systems of which they are a part. Multiple institutions occupying the same governance ‘space’ can cross-check and reinforce each other. They can compete and cooperate in pursuit of optimal public decisionmaking (Esty, 1998).

Such an architecture would entail a multi-tier system of international governance that provides a degree of ‘vertical’ competition between international and national decisionmakers (Esty, 1999; Esty and Geradin, 2001). Simultaneously, the WTO would benefit from greater ‘horizontal’ reinforcement from other international bodies that have policymaking authority and legitimacy. The presence of a Global

7 The literature on the benefits of checks and balances runs deep (see, for example, Amar, 1987; Strauss, 1984; Webster and Bell, 1997; Ackerman, 2000).
Environment Organization would, for example, serve as a useful counterweight and counterbalance to the World Trade Organization. Similarly, a revitalized International Labor Organization (ILO) would help to broaden the institutional base of international economic management (Charnovitz, 2000).

5. Conclusion

The WTO is capable of regaining broad public acceptance and legitimacy. But a restructuring of the trade regime’s substantive rules and procedures will be required. Effective global institutions whose decisionmaking processes are understood and accepted are essential in a world of complex interdependence. While there may not be a coherent political community at the global scale nor any immediate prospect of accountability in international organizations provided by direct electoral processes, it is possible to envision more representative international decisionmaking bodies, including a revitalized World Trade Organization. Broadening the base of global governance and creating a system of checks and balances that spreads authority horizontally across international organizations as well as vertically across the global and national (and local) scales promises to deliver better results over time. Beyond strengthening its legitimacy through a commitment to more transparent procedures and to providing a forum for broader global-scale political dialogue, the WTO needs to rebuild its reputation for efficacy. To do this, the trade community must show that it recognizes the broader context of the choices made at the WTO and build sensitivity to the stresses of poverty, environmental concerns, human rights issues, and other matters into the trading system. Good governance almost always involves optimization across multiple criteria – and the WTO needs rules and procedures that better balances the (sometimes) competing goals of economic integration, trade, and investment liberalization, and economic efficiency on the one hand, with environmental protection, human rights, equity, and other virtues on the other.

Wistfulness about the disappearance of the Club Model trade regime, the old post-war economic order, and its implied shallow integration should be put aside. Such a vision is both dated and undesirable. Instead, the WTO must be seen as a crucial element of the emerging international governance system. We should acknowledge the challenge – whether we call it global constitutionalism or not – of defining the core principles, rules, and procedures for managing interdependence. Getting the structure of this new international regime right is an important challenge. As a number of commentators on globalization have observed, it is essential that ‘space’ be reserved for separate domestic political processes (Keohane and Nye, 2001), just as the US Constitution reserves important elements of authority to the states. The trading regime must not over-reach and should maintain the ‘escape clauses’ and other safety valves (Hudec, 2001) which protect against too much domestic political pressure building up. But it would be a mistake to think that the future of the international economic regime would be on solid footings if we
ignore the cry for reform or try to shift the focus of the trade debate to domestic fora. Revitalizing the WTO – and reestablishing its legitimacy – must be a high priority.
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